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MacIvor Woods is a protected place
where plants, animals and natural
features remain, undisturbed. The visitors
to MacIvor Woods are responsible for
following additional rules above and
beyond what is listed in the City’s public
park rules and regulations (ORD
951.02).
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- Stay On The Trails. Visitors must stay
on designated trails.
- Foot Traffic Only. No motorized
vehicles, bicycles or scooters.

- Open Dawn Til Dusk. The trail is open
daily from dawn til dusk.
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- Take Nothing, Leave Nothing. Visitors
must not remove, move, harm, collect,
deface, destroy or pick any natural
objects, wildlife, trees, plants, etc.
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Humane Society
Wildlife Land & Trust
owns and enforces the
conservation easement
which protects the
MacIvor Woods
property and assures it
remains a sanctuary
for wildlife. As an
organization they
enable property
owners to permanently
protect their property
from unwanted
changes to the land
and disruption or
destruction to the
wildlife it harbors.
They make periodic
visits to the properties
they protect and are
committed to providing
wildlife with safe
places to live, forever.
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Visitor Responsibilities
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- The Nature Conservancy

Malcolm MacIvor, M.D. (1922 - 2002), long time Union County Coroner, physician and lifelong
resident of Marysville is responsible for the perpetual preservation of the property now known as
MacIvor Woods. For 52 years, he and his wife Barbara raised their family on the property located
on the west side of Marysville. He was a master gardener and enjoyed his greenhouse and plantings
of various botanicals obtained from all over the world. In 1998 he donated a conservation easement
over a large portion of his property’s primary woodland area to the Humane Society Wildlife Land &
Trust in an effort to preserve the native flora and fauna of the land.
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A Conservation
Easement is a restriction
placed on a piece of
property to protect its
associated resources.
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Trail

Property Timeline

Summer 2018 MacIvor Woods trail
opens to the public
providing access to
the conservation
easement area.

December 29th, 2004 - The property
and conservation easement is
transferred to the City of Marysville.

www.wildlifelandtrust.org
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Statistics
- 1.2 Miles of
Unpaved Nature Trail
- 57.1 Acres
- 3 Foot Bridges

1998

2002

2006

December 23rd, 1998 - Dr. MacIvor
grants a conservation easement on his
property preventing any future
development of the land.

2010

2014

2018
Summer 2015 - Kroger Marketplace
is built, providing vehicular access
from W 5th St. A parking easement
was graciously donated by Kroger to
the City to accommodate visitors to
MacIvor Woods.

